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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings this judicial complaint against a district judge pursuant to the 

Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-364, which provides an 

administrative remedy for judicial conduct that is "prejudicial to the effective and 

expeditious administration of the business of the courts." 28 U.S.C. § 35 l(a). 

The complainant contends the judge who presided over her sentencing and related 

proceedings is biased and should recuse himself. The judicial complaint includes the 

following allegations. 

• In the sentencing hearing the judge stated the complainant could not "get along" 

with a judge who had previously presided in the case or with the attorneys in the 

case, and that this did not "help me at all." These remarks display a deep-seated 

antagonism that has made a fair judgment impossible in her case. 

• A prosecuting attorney committed misconduct by making false and misleading 

statements in a response to a motion for new trial filed by the complainant. The 

complainant filed an "affidavit of Prosecutorial Misconduct" pertaining to the 

statements which the judge did not respond to. The prosecuting attorney also 

received information that was favorable to the complainant's case, but the 



attorney refused to open or reopen an investigation. The judge "refused to take 

the appropriate action to inquire as to this information" thus violating a canon of 

the Code of Conduct for United States Judges providing that a judge "should take 

appropriate action upon learning of reliable evidence" of a lawyer's violation of 

applicable rules of professional conduct. 

• The complainant filed "a Motion for Depositions, to compel the clerk to file trial 

exhibits and subpoena" but the judge failed to rule on the motions, thus placing 

her "at a disadvantage to expand the record" to validate her claims. 

• The complainant voiced disagreement with the judge's decisions and rulings, 

contending they are indicative of bias. 

• The judge has formed a biased opinion of the complainant because she filed 

complaints against another judge and other government officials. 

Under 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii), claims that are "directly related to the merits of a 

decision or procedural ruling" are not subject to review through a complaint of judicial 

misconduct. To avoid the merits-related bar, a misconduct claim must contain "clear and 

convincing evidence of an arbitrary and intentional departure from, or willful indifference 

to prevailing law." In re Memorandum of Decision, 517 F. 3d 558, 562 (U.S. Jud. Conf. 

2008). 

Misconduct may also be based upon a showing that the judge's rulings were 

motivated by racial or ethnic bias or other improper motive, but the claim must be 

supported by sufficient evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has occurred and 

cannot be based on mere speculation. See 28 U.S.C. § 352(b){l)(A)(iii); Rule 3(h)(3)(A), 
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Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings; In re Doe, 2 F. 3d 308 

(8th Cir. 1993) Gudicial complaint process may not be used to pursue speculative claims). 

In determining what action to take on a judicial complaint, the chief judge may 

conduct a limited inquiry, including obtaining and reviewing transcripts and other 

relevant documents. See Rule 11 (b ), Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability 

Proceedings. 

Complainant's allegation that the judge should recuse himself is a merits-related 

attack on the judge's orders. See Rule 3(h)(3)(A), Rules for Judicial-Conduct and 

Judicial-Disability Proceedings ("An allegation that calls into question the correctness of 

a judge's ruling, including a failure to recuse, without more, is merits-related.")1• 

The recusal ruling may be reviewed through misconduct proceedings only to 

determine if it resulted from improper motive or conduct. In re Complaint of Judicial 

Misconduct, 605 F. 3d 1060, 1062 (9th Cir. 2010) (failure to recuse may constitute 

misconduct only if judge failed to recuse for an improper purpose). 

Similarly, the complainant's disagreement with the judge's decisions and rulings 

constitute merits-related attacks on the judge's decision-making and are not subject to 

review through a complaint of judicial misconduct, absent clear and convincing evidence 

of willful indifference to prevailing law. Although allegations of judicial bias or other 

improper motive are not necessarily merits-related, the allegations are to be dismissed as 

1 In an order entered in the proceedings, the judge declined to recuse himself, noting that there was no 
"reasonable factual basis,, for doing so. 
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merits-related when the only support for the allegations is the merits of the judge's 

rulings. In re Doe, 640 F. 3d 869, 873 (8th Cir. 2011). 

The complainant has presented no evidence that the judge's actions were the result 

of improper motive or conduct. The only support for her allegations are the judge's case

related decisions and rulings. 

Regarding the comments made at the sentencing hearing, a review of the 

sentencing hearing transcript indicates the judge stated the complainant "had an issue 

with" an attorney and the judge who previously presided in the case. Later in the hearing, 

in a sentencing colloquy, the judge stated the complainant "didn't help yourself one bit, 

not one bit here today." 

Even if complainant's characterization of what was said at the sentencing hearing 

is assumed to be accurate, the statements do not provide a basis for a complaint of 

judicial misconduct. The judge's comments were made during a sentencing hearing in 

the judge's capacity as a judicial officer, and cannot serve as a basis for a disciplinary 

proceeding under the Judicial Conduct and Disability Act: 

"The Judicial Conduct and Disability Act should not be invoked so as 

to chill the independence of a trial judge in a judicial proceeding. A 

trial judge should not fear that because of comments he or she makes from 

the bench, which in good faith the judge feels are related to the 

proceeding before the court, he or she ultimately may be subject 

to a disciplinary sanction." 

Petition of Lauer, 788 F. 2d 135, 137-138 (8th Cir. 1985). 
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As to the allegations involving the prosecuting attorney, the record reflects that 

the complainant filed a "Motion to Issue Emergency Temporary Injunction" in which the 

complainant alleged the prosecuting attorney had made false and misleading statements 

in a response to her motion for new trial. Included with the complainant's motion for 

emergency injunctive relief was an affidavit she authored that alleged prosecutorial 

misconduct. The judge addressed the matter and denied the complainant's motion for 

emergency injunctive relief. 

Furthermore, the fact that the prosecuting attorney received but did not act upon 

information the complainant views as favorable to her case does not raise an inference 

that the judge committed misconduct by not inquiring about it or acting upon it. 2 

Complainant has failed to present, and the records do not disclose, any evidence of 

willful indifference to prevailing law, bias, partiality, acting with an improper motive, or 

other misconduct on the part of the judge. The complainant may not pursue 

disagreements with the judge's decisions through a complaint of judicial misconduct and 

may not obtain relief from those decisions through a complaint of judicial misconduct. 

Requests for case-related relief must be pursued in the litigation and not through the 

judicial complaint process. 

2 The complainant's allegation concerning the motions the judge purportedly did not act upon lacked 
specificity. However, in a memorandum opinion and order denying the complainant's motion to vacate, set aside, or 
correct her sentence, the judge denied as moot a motion "asking the Court to compel individuals to sit for 
depositions and to subpoena certain documents" as well as a motion to direct the clerk to file exhibits on the 
complainant's behalf. Thus, the record indicates the judge did act upon the complainanfs motions and denied them 
as moot. 
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Accordingly, this judicial complaint is dismissed as merits-related and lacking in 

factual and evidentiary support. 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(ii) &(iii). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

c::---== -J ~ O. a~¢' oger C Gror 
Chief Judge 
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